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After saying that, Charlie suddenly pulled the trigger.

“Bang!”

A bullet hit Alan’s heart.

With a shot to the heart, he did not die for a while, his entire body instantly
gave a lurch.

Staring at Charlie with wide eyes and a face full of hatred, he was wanting to
say something.

But unable to utter a word, after whimpering a few times, he completely fell to
the ground.

Charlie did not even look at him again, turned to Joseph and said:

“Joseph, I just told you the words, first carved on his forehead!”

“Then put on his life jacket and throw him into the sea!”

“Okay, Mr. Wade!”

Charlie looked at that Felix Zhao again at this time and said indifferently,

“Since you still have more or less a little bit sense of good and evil,”
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“I will give you a chance to live, but whether or not you can properly grasp it
depends on your own willingness to properly cooperate.”

Felix said ecstatically, “Mr. Wade, don’t worry, I’ll make good use of the
opportunity!”

Charlie nodded and asked, “How much do you know about this family?”

Felix was busy introducing: “Qiao family started in Seattle, in the early years
engaged in foreign trade,”

“The rise of China’s manufacturing industry, they seized the opportunity to
import Chinese goods to Europe and the United States,”

“This way they made a lot of money, but with more and more import and
export trade, their business in this area was getting worse and worse,”

“And then the Qiao family’s old man abdicated, the family power passed to his
eldest son, that is, Alan’s father Qiao Calvin Qiao……”

“Calvin took over the Qiao family, thought of many ways to revive the strength
of the family,”

“But there has been little success, and then the eldest son of the Qiao family,
that is, Alan’s older brother Jesse Qiao,”

“When he was in college, he joined a secret society composed of the top rich
generation,”

“In this society, he met a lot of elite families or the descendants of the big
shots ……”
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“After he graduated from college, he began to take the initiative to contact
some dark industries,”

“Specializing in pitching in to provide special services for the descendants of
those big families and big shots,”

“Most of these people are somewhat psychopathic, with antisocial
personalities, violent tendencies, s3xual quirks, and even some sadistic
addictions,”

“But, no matter how perverted these people’s needs are, Jesse can find ways
to cater well and meet their needs ……”

“And because of this, Jesse’s connections in the top circles are getting
stronger and stronger,”

“Many people need to rely on the services he provides to satisfy their inner
perverted desires,”

“And many of them also have all kinds of unseemly handles in his hands, so
he can be very firmly bound to those people ……”

“Since Jesse play this piece of the supply chain is perfect, Qiao family
business in other areas are also getting a breakthrough,”

“Step by step, no matter what he wants to do, they are able to find contacts
and resources,”

“And there are people to give him the green light, so for the Qiao family these
years, the development speed is very fast!”

Charlie frowned and questioned in a cold voice: “This Jesse, where is he
usually active? His gray supply chain, where is the main focus?”
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Felix said, “Back to Mr. Wade, the normal business of the Qiao family is still
generally concentrated in Seattle and the entire West Coast,”

“But his gray supply chain is mostly around New York on the East Coast,”

“Because New York has the most wealthy people, and his main customers are
concentrated there.”

“However, if you ask me, Jesse specific place, this I really do not know ……”

“Because I am under Jesse, mainly responsible for picking up people on the
West Coast,”

“North to Vancouver, Canada, south to San Francisco, Los Angeles, and
Mexico’s Ensenada, in the other business I am basically not qualified to
intervene.”
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